Software for ambitious enterprises
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Consumer Goods

Company
L'Oréal Paris is a French brand that is in the
top position among the biggest cosmetic companies worldwide. With a presence in 120
countries, the signature L'Oréal Paris revolves
around one philosophy: to innovate and offer
to as many consumers the best products at
the best price. A philosophy which stems
from research laboratories and by their desire
to make professional expertise accessible to
all.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Mobile SFA® L'Oréal supports the overall organization in Sales Departments (Pharmacy, Supermarket & Hairdresser), offering a single environment, easy management of daily tasks, appointments and sales cycle. Via the use of iPads, they
can see in real time the stock of their products and the overall picture of their customer. They also have the option to record the
competition, prices and their daily visits. Entersoft Mobile SFA helped L'Oréal to develop its competitiveness. Currently it supports 230 users in back office and sales.

Customers in the industry
FREZYDERM
FREZYDERM was established in 1986 and since then, they produce,
manufacture and sell dermatological products. Besides Greece, their
products successfully expanded to international markets in the Middle
East, Canada, the Balkans, Central and Eastern Europe.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA®

/

Number of Users: 53

APIVITA
Apivita has developed over 300 natural cosmetic products with a predominant component derived from bee derivatives. Their passion and
vision spread through their products in 15 countries, including Spain,
Japan, Hong Kong, America, Cyprus, Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria, Belgium, Holland, etc.
Solution: Entersoft CRM® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 76
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Consumer Goods

BIC Violex
Company
The BIC products offer easy solutions to
daily needs. Today BIC, has a presence in
160 countries on every continent, where
3.2 million stores sell BIC products. Consumers choose to buy 25 million BIC stationery products every day worldwide.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft CRM® & Entersoft Mobile Sales Force Automation (SFA)® is im plemented aim ing for accurate KPI representation of the company’s Merchandising flow. All merchandising actions are created by the mobile users, each action implemented and tailored on BIC’s true market needs. Thousands of Photos, Appointments, Shelf Share measurements have been
created with the mobile application and synced with Entersoft CRM to provide all the data/reporting that the company Management requires for their business decision making. The next stage of the project included the SFA Ordering Process and Integration with BIC France to ensure seamless flow from placing the Order through the mobile devices to invoicing and final delivery.
Currently the complete solution is being used by 15 CRM Back Office Users and 19 Mobile Sales Reps.

Customers in the industry
FRESH FORMULA
Fresh Formula is a purely Greek company that manufactures handmade cosmetics with fresh, organic and safe materials from Greek
nature. Present in 14 countries with 250 retail points, of which 40 are
in Greece, has 8 privately owned stores in Greece and one in Berlin.
Mostly export company (exports are 75% of its production), cooperates with well-known chains of international department stores and
has a presence in Amazon. It grows mainly through monoshop, shopin-a-shop and corner. It has a bioclimatic production unit in Koropi
and 100 staff.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM® &

Entersoft Mobile SFA® & Entersoft Retail® & Entersoft WMS® &
Entersoft Cloud RFA® / Number of Users: 70

KINGS TOBACCO BULGARIA
Kings Tobacco has been present in the tobacco area over 130 years.
It operates in over 30 countries and has more than 580 employees.
The passion and the specialized technology, enabling it to provide
consumers excellent quality products.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 167

MEGA
MEGA is one of the largest manufacturers of personal hygiene products in Europe. With top quality products, presence in 4 continents
and strong partnerships contract manufacturing abroad offers a
unique proposition in its category.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® - CRM / N um ber of Users: 60
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Consumer Goods
JTI ROMANIA
Company
Japan Tobacco is a multinational company
and is considered as one of the strongest
companies in the industry. Today, it has
over 26.000 employees worldwide and
160 companies including Romania.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Mobile SFA® provides all the necessary functions in carrying out activities for the JTI sales agents: processing orders directly from mobile devices, billing, cash collecting, as well as organizing sales tasks and scheduling business appointments. The application also includes useful marketing and merchandising features like inventory collection at the point of
sale, marketing studies and questionnaires. The solution provides online, in real-time, relevant information both for back-office
staff and sales agents on site, offering support for their activity. Today, JTI Romania has 220 Mobile users .

IMPERIAL TOBACCO ROMANIA
Company
Imperial Tobacco is among the 4 biggest
Tobacco Corporations Worldwide
(excluding China). It manufactures and
markets a range of cigarettes, fine cut and
smokeless tobacco products, mass market
cigars , papers and tubes. Among their
brands are owner of the brands Davidoff,
West, JSP, R1, Gauloises, Drum, Rizzla and
others. Today, it has 100 companies
worldwide.

Entersoft Projects
Imperial Tobacco uses the cloud version of Entersoft Business Suite® to support all its operations in Romania from financials,
stock, purchases, sales, client management and distribution and also includes a layer for analytics and BI and a real time interface to their logistics company WMS.

Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 15
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Food

Dr. Oetker
Company
The Dr. Oetker brand is known to every
consumer. In numerous ranges encompassing, among other things, baking
goods, baking mixes, dessert powders,
ready desserts, muesli products, frozen
pizzas and snacks. The Dr. Oetker is the
leader among German food companies and
globally considered the most trusted food
brands.

Entersoft Projects
Full Entersoft Expert ERP implementation to support Financials, Fixed Assets, Inventory Management, Sales and Purchases and
Cash Flow Management for 7 concurrent users.

Customers in the industry
Haitoglou Bros
Since 1924, Haitoglou Bros produces Greek Mediterranean traditional
diet products. It has two modern processing plants with emphasis on
the use of modern technology for a stable final product quality.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 70

Karamolegos
The Bakery Karamolegos has followed a successful path, starting in
1950 in Greece. Their vision is to provide bread creations that will
make every family’s daily life better and healthier.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 70
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Food

Nitsiakos
Company
In 1972, Theodore Nitsiakos creates a
small chicken breeding unit in the vicinity
of Ioannina. Over the last decade, Nitsiakos implemented an ambitious investment plan that secured continuing growth
on its main activities and further allowed
entry in the dry food market for pets, to
create for the first time in Greece, production for fresh pieces of turkey and rabbit.
Today Nitsiakos is the largest chicken
meat producer in Greece, one of the major
grain and soybean flour producing business and within the 10 largest food industries in the country.

Entersoft Projects
The Entersoft Business Suite® supports the Group of companies for the organization and monitoring of economic management,
Producing Activity, Planning, traceability and integrated costing, Purchasing, Inventory Management, and the Commercial Activity
management with complex configuration options that combine Commercial and Credit Policies, Budget and Forecasting. At the
same time, the company with Entersoft Mobile SFA® optimizes the overall management of sales, enhancing the efficiency of the
sellers. The software is used by 15 mobile users.

Customers in the industry
Freskot Kontoveros
KONTOVEROS company is active in the import, processing and packaging of fish from around the world. The new processing facilities of
frozen fish have HACCP, as well as international standards ISO 9001:
2008 and ISO 22000: 2005
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 58

Venus Growers - Agricultural Collaboration
VENUS GROWERS are active in fruit processing and production of
fruit compote and have established themselves as one of the leaders
in their sector.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM®
Number of Users: 40
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Beverages

AMVYX
Company
Amvyx S.A. is the oldest, spirits importer,
marketing and sales company in Greece.
Since 1917, the company has been exclusively distributing world-class brands of spirits,
beer and other alcoholic (and non-alcoholic at
times) beverages in Greece. The company's
mission is to deliver very high quality promotion and distribution services for the products
that trust Amvyx for their distribution. Some
of its brands are Dewars, Dom Perignon,
Drambuie, Glenfiddich, Grants, Imperia Vodka, Sambuca il padrino, Serkova, Bacardi etc.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite®, AMVYX SA modernized their information system and automated all corporate processes. The
application offered the benefits of an integrated solution to the company, serving the increased needs of economic management
and results tracking, with rich information from the embedded subsystem Entersoft Business Analytics, the budget and the cashflow forecasts, providing timely knowledge for prevention activities for continuing good liquidity of the company.
Entersoft CRM ® has enabled the full m onitoring of the com m ercial m anagem ent w ork flow s w ith inhouse and
onsite activity, allowing the planning of next steps for successful sales. The 80 external vendors and company merchandizers
utilize the Entersoft Mobile SFA® and Mobile Merchandising® for easy ordering, scheduling customer visits, collections, competition recording and standardizing all of the work steps out of the office. Moreover, AMVYX is going to utilize the EBS WMS
(Warehouse Management system), for full monitoring of their warehouse with modern RF technology.

Customers in the industry
Domaine Costa Lazaridi
The domaine of Costa Lazaridi is nearly 15,000 sq.m. and includes a
standard architectural winery, distillery, underground aging cellars
and reception areas. Along with their success in the Greek market,
the company has emphasized in the export of its wines in the international arena. Starting with the German market, their products are
also exported to Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, France, Switzerland, Austria, Cyprus and Albania as well as in USA, Canada, China, Brazil, Australia and Singapore.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 20

Malamatina
Today is one of the largest industries in the country and a leader in
the production and sale of Greek traditional wine Retsina worldwide. It has 5 factories, exporting to 37 countries and employs 150
people.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 53
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Beverages

Vinprom Peshtera S.A. (Bulgaria)
Company
Established in 1939, Vinprom Peshtera is the
leading producer of wines and alcoholic products in Bulgaria. The brands of the company
have been developed adhering to the European standards for quality and production control and are exported in Europe, America and
Asia. Vinprom Peshtera operates its own R&D
department and the equipment of its factories
meets the highest industry standards, guaranteeing high quality of the products and compliance with the strictest product safety criteria.

Entersoft Projects
Vinprom Peshtera implemented Entersoft CRM® and Entersoft Mobile SFA® in 2011 and since then, all operations of their Mobile
Sales Force team (near 400) and Back office Sales Team (more than 20) are integrated and managed in one single unified system, supporting them to take and maintain a leading position on the market. The solution has been constantly upgraded and
enriched in performance capabilities and now it provides a rich set of functionalities regarding visit plans with Google maps integration, task management, management of the whole sales cycle, SLAs (following of terms, renewals), merchandising, monitoring of the competition, questionnaires, promotions, and mobile warehouses for fixed assets, thus including a large number of
reports and analytics. The solution is in compliance with the strict requirements for data security and is customized to meet all
the specific and unique needs of the company.

Customers in the industry
Vergina Beer (Macedonian Thrace Brewery)
The Macedonian Thrace Brewery is one of the most emerging beer
production companies in Greece. The company's goal is to produce
quality beer and to create a tradition in this field. Their successful
and dynamic development is due to the combination of experienced
staff, the high quality of its products and the continuous renewal of
its equipment. The company pursues an expansion for both the
Greek and international market. Vergina beer is also available the US
market since 1999.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM® /
Number of Users: 25
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Agricultural Products

AGRIS
Company
Since 1983, AGRIS, creates a new perspective for Greece in the field of agricultural
activity. The company owns 200 acres, 6
facilities in Southeast Europe, 40 acres of
productive units, 10 standard chambers of
healing grafted plants and three experimental stations in separate agricultural zones
in SE Europe. It employs over 160 workers
and 70 agronomists.

Entersoft Projects
The company's activity is based mainly on the production process which is optimized significantly with the operation of Entersoft
Business Suite®. Also, the "key point" in the installation of AGRIS is to optimize capacity management space and plant development time, a process that is critical in maintaining the company in a leading position. Based on these important development
objectives, the facility is strengthened in the near future with the implementation of Entersoft CRM® and Entersoft WMS®. Agris
has 88 people working on these software systems.

Customers in the industry
INTERALLIS CHEMICALS SA
Interallis is a multinational distribution network of chemical raw materials, based in Nicosia, Cyprus. It represents top production facilities throughout South East Europe, having as main activity the sale
and distribution of chemical products. Their corporate model is based
on the geographical coverage of the wider region of Southeast Europe. With over 4,000 active customers, 2,000 product codes, they
provide alternative means of B2B distribution.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA /
Number of Users: 67
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Agricultural Products

Customers in the industry

AGRI-Trikala Union
The Union of Agricultural Cooperatives “Agri-Trikala” has more than
86 years of experience.
With the ideological cooperative idea and hard work, the Union has
evolved over time in a group company, which holds a dominant position in the local and regional economy and has a presence in 14
points.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 35

Alterra
ALTERRA was founded in 2002 and is a vertically integrated unit that
operates in the field of frozen fruits and vegetables. ALTERRA employs more than 50 permanent and 350 temporary employees and
their production capacity is 20,000 tons per year.
It has private areas of 33,000 cubic meters for frozen conservation
with driven / back-to-back storage systems and applies automated
warehouse management system (WMS) procedures.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM/
Number of Users: 21
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Retail & Franchise

DIXONS South - East Europe
Company
KOTSOVOLOS is the number one electrical
chain in Greece. It launched in 1950 with one
store in Athens. Today it operates 104 stores
and employs more than 2,000 employees.
Since September 2004, the majority owner of
the company's ownership share is the Dixons
Group. Moreover, the dynamic development
of 'KOTSOVOLOS' in recent years, has elevated the company to a dominant position in the
electrical market in Greece.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft has implemented various projects in 'KOTSOVOLOS' based on various subsystems of Entersoft Business Suite®. Most
projects have been implemented with the subsystems of Entersoft CRM®, Entersoft E-Commerce® and Markets. The final
system supports core functions of the company mainly in the areas of Marketing Campaign Management, Customer Support Call
Center, Customer installation, Purchase and Asset Management, Service Management, Internal Help Desk, and Product Information Management. The system integrates the ERP system (Legacy ERP) and the Retail software and serves over 300 users.

Customers in the industry
Electronet
Electronet founded in 1996 when a group of successful entrepreneurs in
Greek Retail of electrical and electronic appliances, decided to join forces and create a purchasing company. Today is considered one of the
most emerging retailers having shops and distribution points throughout
Greece.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® &
Entersoft E-Commerce® / Number of Users: 293 (for every network)

Hondos Center
Since its foundation in 1967 until today, Hondos Center now numbers
75 branches throughout Greece and is known as the most established
retail network in the Greek market. With over 6,000 employees, the
company is one of the largest chains of cosmetics and beauty products
on the European market.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 350
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Retail & Franchise

Customers in the industry
Kessaris Jewel
Since 1965, Kessaris stores design aesthetic jewelry offering the best
quality to the most demanding customers. Today, they operate eight
stores throughout Greece and distribute well-known brands such as
Rolex, Harry Winston, Montblanc, Bulgari, Valente, Aaron Basha etc.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 34

OK Anytime Markets
Ok Anytime Market operates exclusively in the field of convenience
stores since 2004 where it began its activity. The stores have a variety of standardized products that amount to 3500 codes
Today it has 95 stores, most of which operate in a franchised model.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 41

Ianos Book Stores
IANOS is among the most innovative and successful companies in
the field of books and culture. Ianos has more than 7 branches and
operates via their E-Shop across Greece.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: 60
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Fashion & Footwear

Teren Management Europe - Forever 21
Company
Teren Management Europe is the exclusive
franchisee for the fashion brand Forever21 in
8 European countries. Forever21
(www.forever21.com), established in 1984, is
based in Los Angeles and is the 5th largest
specialty retailer in USA with over 6 billion $
in sales. It operates over 750 stores in 49
countries and among them Teren Management Europe operates over 12 stores in Romania, Poland, Bulgaria, Greece, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Spain and Portugal.

Entersoft Projects
The project supports 28 users across countries where Entersoft Expert® manages backoffice operations including purchasing,
inventory and interfaces with Forever21 specific front end for sales data gathering and analytics with a central EBS collecting
data from all countries and stores and performing consolidation, MIS and BI operations.

Customers in the industry
Tsakiris Mallas
Since 1969 Tsakiris MALLAS has managed to stand out for its stateof-art fashion proposed for the modern woman. Its name means creativity, innovation and inspired design lines. Today it has more than
30 stores throughout Greece and two in America.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 120

DIOR GRECE
Dior Greece is a subsidiary of the French multinational and operates
in the Greek market.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® / Number of Users: <15

LAPIN HOUSE
The company is in the lead for 35 years in the field of children's
clothing. It owns shops with the «LAPIN HOUSE» and «LAPIN
MAGICLAND» brands and also offers organized franchise packages.
The international retail network Lapin House has over 60 exclusive
stores and 45 independent points of sale worldwide.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 43
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Fashion & Footwear

Calzedonia, Intimissimi, Tezenis, Falconeri
Company
The branch networks of Calzedonia, Intimissimi, Tezenis and Falconeri are spreading rapidly worldwide. Since 2014 CALZEDONIA network has been expanded to 29 countries, the
INTIMISSIMI network in 26 countries and
TEZENIS branch network in 18 countries
(1800-1000 - 400 branches respectively more than 26,000 employees). Finally, in
Greece, they opened their first Falconeri store
at the Golden Hall, in October 2016.

Entersoft Projects
The advanced functional and technical characteristics of Entersoft Retail® unified software, provides combined and direct MIS
reporting, central monitoring for commercial and economic management, that strengthen the overall company organization. The
new unified information system is flexible and offers additional speed in transactions. It is used by 150 users, for both owned
and franchise locations. Provides seamless operation and connection of retail points with central Italy, for the control of stocks,
reorder and assists to optimize their service and operation.

Shop and Trade
Company
The Shop & Trade, expands the market of
clothes and accessories since 1994. Today it
has 20 brands with 1381 outlets and 63
stores in Greece and abroad. The Company
employs more than 200 employees and in
2016, revenues exceeded 40 mil. Euro. Shop
& Trade brands are well known in the market
such as Pepe Jeans, Desigual, Bellfiield,
Quicksilver etc.

Entersoft Projects
The project is based on Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft WMS® and the full organization of the company's processes
and parameters and the specific characteristics and requirements are taken into account in order to reorganize its procedures.
The system covers the organization hierarchy and mapping information in all business dimensions (eg departments, activities),
reorganization of departments and processes to the proposed "Best Business Practices" information system, integration of the
process control the cost and increase the productivity of departments, organizing inspection procedures and decisions
(integration of processes in workflows), central management and organization of information flows with a single point of entry
and diffusion of information to all sections to the extent required by individual features, powerful and flexible decision support
system on a single BI & MIS for all departments and levels of the Group, ensuring internal auditing procedures, autonomy of
support and development of the information system. . The users of the system are more than 150.
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Wholesale & Distribution

Benrubi
Company
Benrubi, has a long and consistent progress in
the field of residential and commercial equipment through a network of 5.000 customers,
and through «www.home.com» retail chain,
making it the leader of the Greek market. The
company is certified with ISO 9001: 2000 and
focuses its development and its strong track
record in customer satisfaction by offering
quality products and brands like Izzy, Pyrex,
Babyliss etc. The distribution centers of the
company's products handle yearly in Athens
and Thessaloniki, 25,000 product codes,
1,000 deliveries and perform over 90,000
orders distributed nationwide to over 5,000
customers.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite®, BENRUBI supports the overall organization and centralized monitoring of business and financial
management, both for Greece and for its international activities. Additionally it upgraded both budgeting and monitoring processes, planning and control of financial data by cost center, resulting in better profitability of the company and enhanced care
to customers and associates. The system is utilized by 55 users.

Customers in the industry

Kontzoglou Bros
The KONTZOGLOU Bros Company distributes and stores the products
of the largest multinational companies. In an area that spans 7500
s.m., it contains a storage center of 6000 s.m with capacity for dry
cargo that can store 4000 pallets and 600 cubic refrigerator compartments.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 55
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Wholesale & Distribution

Μakita Hellas
Company
Makita Hellas was founded in April 1999 and
is a subsidiary of Makita Corporation. Their
course in the Greek market for professional
and horticultural tools, spare parts and accessories is steadily rising, relying on quality and
the continuous adaptation to market needs.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® with ERP functionality, including Inventory Management, Sales, Shopping, Financial Management,
Fixed Assets, Budget and consolidated MIS Reporting for the parent company, with 20 users.

Customers in the industry
Fournarakis Industrial Tools
Fournarakis Industrial Tools is a well known and fast growing supplier of tools with wide industry experience and deep knowledge of the
design and manufacturing tools. Their products are sold and distributed through its global sales network worldwide. Exporting to Europe, the Balkans, the Middle East, North Africa and the USA.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® , Entersoft CRM® , Entersoft ECommerce® , Entersoft Mobile SFA® / Number of Users: 77

ACI Hellas
ACI Hellas, distributes more than 6,000 products, having partnerships with more than 40 manufacturers, mainly for office supplies,
computer supplies, hardware products, IT accessories and magnetic
storage media.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 26
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Shipping Supply Services

WILHELMSEN

Company
WILHELMSEN is a leader in the global shipping
industry. It is located in 125 countries and has
over 24,000 employees. Also the network is
inexhaustible in 2200 points. Annually they
receive more than 75000 port calls.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite® the company served the integrated management of supply to its customers ship in the world,
covering the whole commercial cycle of activity, such as commissions, execution of orders per project covering currency features, rates and special needs of the shipping sector. Entersoft’s software suite enables the company to monitor its results and
report to the group by the requirements of the latter, using the module for information management . Moreover, having modern
communication protocols, the application has been implemented to feed data to third party systems having 15 users.

Customers in the industry
Alpha Marine Consulting
Alpha Marine Consulting Ltd. has been specializing in ship design
and technical marine consultancy worldwide, since 1984. The firm’s
global reach and local presence, accompanied with high quality
services, have led to a long-standing cooperation with some of the
world’s leading ship management companies.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: <15

Assodivers
Assodivers has been actively participating since 1976 in the market
as a consultant either as a subcontractor to large cable companies
and marine contractors. From 1985 until today, they are the main
contractor in all Greek cable and land-based cable projects. They
specialize in underwater cable installation, protection, repair and
support.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: 44
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Building & Construction Materials

ISOMAT
Company
ISOMAT is a Greek manufacturing company
with a multinational character. Founded in
1980, today is one of the leading building materials industries in Southeast Europe.
The company produces and distributes over
350 products of advanced German technology
at an affordable price for the Greek consumer.

Entersoft Projects
ISOMAT, one of the leading building materials industries in Southeast Europe chose Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® as the central information system, to meet the increasing requirements of business in Greece, Romania, Bulgaria and
Serbia and has 158 users.

Customers in the industry
DUROSTICK
During its operation, DUROSTICK managed to conquer a leading position in their industry sector. Sales grow dynamically, while the export
activity in England, Cyprus, Russia, Albania, Serbia, Romania, Emirates, Libya, Kuwait and Egypt intensifies each year.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 71

ALCHIMICA
ALCHIMICA is a dynamic company which specializes in research, development and production of chemicals for construction and industry.
The reliability they inspire, is the result of efforts for well over 25
years. The company develops products that exceed the sealing and
waterproofing specifications of the most demanding projects.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 20
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Building & Construction Materials

Vivechrom - Akzonobel
Company
In 1932, Vivechrom founded for the purpose of manufacturing, processing, import, export and trade all kinds of varnishes, paints and plastics. Today Vivechrom is
an active member of AKZONOBEL. The
company has the largest distribution network with more than 2,000 outlets

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft CRM® is I m plem ented as the solution for M obile Sales Force Autom ation (SFA). The solution covers
the sales representatives ordering processes, with dynamic representation during the process of all important order parameters
(stock, delivery times, section and customer specific commercial policies etc.). The Sales Force consists of 20 Ipad Users and one
sales admin/manager Back Office User. Autom atic integration w ith the com pany ’s ERP System ensures total control of
invoicing and delivery procedures.

Customers in the industry
INTERWOOD
INTERWOOD Group is active in the field of importing and timberproducing and commerce. The company's headquarters is located in
privately owned facilities in Elefsina an area of 45,000 sq.m. with covered storage space and a total area of 14,000 square meters production sites. Additionally, they own proprietary stores in Thessaloniki
and in Mandra and office buildings, exhibition and storage space in
Kifissia.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 40

Nordia Marmoline
It focuses on industrialized quality production of thermal insulation
systems and other building materials. Today, under its basic brand
"MARMOLINE", as well as other brands, NORDIA S.A. produces advanced building materials that contribute to the upgrading of building
works, following contemporary client needs for energy efficiency and
environmental protection.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 54
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Building & Construction Materials

Pavlidis Marble - Granite
Company
Pavlidis marbles is considered one of the
main white marble producers in the world
market. With quarries in Greece but also in
neighboring countries and with production
exceeding 70.000 m³, marble products
PAVLIDIS MARBLE-GRANITE apply and
demonstrate major and minor structures
in all five continents. It exports 95% of
production in marble and granite in 40
countries around the world.

Entersoft Projects
The facility operates full Entersoft Business Suite® with 35 users and Entersoft CRM® to support sales processes (vendor activities, management and opportunities) and technical support (equipment file records and monitoring and use of spare parts,
maintenance and so forth). Particular emphasis on the development of the system has been given to support the key processes
for receiving and production (eg declaration of products, quality control etc.).
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Electronic & Scientific Equipment

Dell
Company
Dell S.A. was founded in 1984. Dell enables
countries, communities, customers and individuals, anywhere in the world to exploit the
technology. Dell is one of the leading firms in
the field with global business and reputation.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® is being utilized for a 360’ financial and commercial management. Ιt offers a multidimensional
functionality to monitor critical corporate operations through business intelligence analytics and MIS reporting. The system is
being used by 15 concurrent users.

Customers in the industry
CPI
CPI is active in the IT market since 1990 as a distributor of value added in
the vertical markets of printing, image processing and data security.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Business Suite® /
Number of Users: 103

MLS
MLS was founded in 1989 to develop high-tech products with a focus on
innovation.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM /
Number of Users: 20
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Electronic & Scientific Equipment

Infolex. «Lexmark, FormScape»
Company
Infolex was founded in 1991 and is the exclusive distributor of Lexmark International Inc,
Ringdale & Bottomline Technologies in
Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Albania, Kosovo &
FYROM.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® w as im plem ented w ith full ERP , CRM and B2B E -Commerce functionality to cover all business processes ranging from standard Financials, Sales and Purchases to Marketing Campaigns, Service Management, channel
partner sales and B2B orders and Service RMAs. The system is used by 42 concurrent internal users and hundreds of business
partners through E-Commerce B2B.

Customers in the industry
Antisel
ANTISEL is the leading distributor of scientific products and solutions
in Greece and Southeast Europe. Today, after five scientists servicing decade and researchers in academic, industrial and health sectors, ANTISEL became the leading and most recognized partner scientific instruments, reagents and consumables in Southeastern Europe with a strong team counts over 100 people who are specialized
in the above fields.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM® /
Number of Users: 120
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Pharmaceutical

AstraZeneca
Company
As a global bio-pharmaceutical company, AstraZeneca has a key role through the discovery,
development and availability of innovative
medicines for important areas of healthcare.
AstraZeneca is one of the most respected companies in the world.

Entersoft Projects
A full scale implementation of the Entersoft Business Suite® system. The installation covers enhanced CRM functionality and includes two main areas: (a) A B2B E-Commerce portal which provides a platform of integration with the Company’s Business Partnets - customers (order placing, client historic data, customer – specific commercial policies, etc.). The majority of the company’s orders are placed through this portal and handled through the Entersoft CRM system. (b) Management of the full lifecycle of
Offers/Contracts with Hospitals, where the company, through tailored work flows creates it’s proposals according to various client
requests and, if won, creates relevant Orders/Contracts and manages their life-cycle until fulfillment. The Entersoft Business Suite
is interfaced to the company’s ERP system as well as to the AZ global ERP solution. The system is used by 15 concurrent internal
users and hundreds of business partners through E-Commerce B2B.

Customers in the industry
Pharmanel
Pharmanel is a Greek pharmaceutical company engaged in the production, import & export of high quality medicinal products. Established in 1991 and in a short time gained the confidence of the medical world and leading multinational companies, representing and
promoting key products to ensure better quality of life for people. It
features innovative facilities and all production activities are GMP
and ISO 9001: 2000. The company has presented many successes,
in business and science and is in a constant upward trend.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 43

GAP
Today GAP is one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in
Greece. Specifically enjoys a leading position in the Greek market for
generics, while representing original products of international companies such as Vifor Pharma, Ferrer, Henkel and others. GAP houses all
departments in a private industrial park.
Solution: Entersoft Mobile SFA® / Number of Users: 89
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Pharmaceutical

Pharmaswiss (Valeant)
Company
PharmaSwiss Hellas established in Greece in
2005 and is actively engaged in the pharmaceutical field, medical tools and accessories in
dermatology, cosmetology and a leader in the
field of Ophthalmology. They employ 65 persons and is a member of the Valeant group
which is among the top 15 pharmaceuticals on
the list.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® (EBS) is im plem ented as the m ain CRM and Mobile Sales Force Automation® (SFA) tool
for order placing as well as performing full scale merchandizing tasks and field marketing activities from mobile devices. In addition, the EBS system manages marketing campaigns, and provides all data for front end reporting and management reconciliation. 25 on the field representatives use the SFA and Merchandizing mobile module and 10 Backoffice concurrent users.

Customers in the industry
Coloplast
Coloplast develops products and services that make life easier for
people with very personal and special conditions. Today, it employs
more than 10,000 employees worldwide.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 84

ACTELION Pharmaceuticals Hellas
Actellion is a company of Swiss origin and operates in 30 countries
including Greece. They are a pioneer in pulmonary arterial hypertension with over 15 years experience.
Solution: Entersoft CRM® / Number of Users: <15
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Manufacturing

Pipelife Greece & Bulgaria
Company
Pipelife Hellas is a member of the Pipelife
group with presence in 26 countries, specializing in producing high quality plastic pipe
systems in Greece, since 1992. In their modern facilities, they produce piping systems
with numerous applications in wood, technical
projects in Agriculture, Industry etc.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® covers all of P ipelife’s operations in Greece and Bulgaria, receivables concerning the management of the production process pipes, supply of raw materials, import, sales, loading and distribution of products, credit control,
costing, economic and financial management and monitoring contracts, providing direct and combined information with rich MIS
reporting. The application works together under National and International Accounting Standards. Additionally, implemented
applications for Entersoft CRM® & Entersoft Mobile SFA®. To system is used in two countries with 42 users.

Customers in the industry
Viomal
VIOMAL S.A. founded in 1985. The main production activity of the company
are aluminum shutters. The plant and headquarters are located in Nea Artaki, Greece. While in Kalochori Thessaloniki, their branch operates as a
distribution center of products to serve customers in Northern Greece and
the Balkan countries. They operate an extensive sales network both in the
Greek market and in several European countries (Bulgaria, Romania, Slovenia, Hungary, Spain, Portugal, Cyprus, Switzerland, Slovakia) as well as
Serbia, Macedonia, Kosovo, Bosnia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Israel,
Saudi Arabia and Syria.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 29

Alfa Wood
The woodworking industry ALFA WOOD SA founded in 1981 in Greece, initially targeting the production and distribution of furniture in the local market. ALFA WOOD Group, employs 245 workers, having 13 branches and
factory complexes, with facilities in Greece, Bulgaria and Romania, and in
total has 11 subsidiaries, including tSHELMAN SA, which was acquired. It
has strong exports and firmly holds a leading position in the Greek woodmarket .
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 217
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Manufacturing

MEGA
Company
MEGA is one of the largest manufacturers of
personal hygiene products in Europe. With
over 400 employees and owned facilities in
Greece, MEGA is a leader in the overall category of personal hygiene products. With top
quality products, presence in 4 continents and
strong partnerships contract manufacturing
abroad offers a unique proposition in its class.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite®, MEGA supports the overall organization, automating business processes and offering a single
environment, ease of management of the daily workflow and monitoring of corporate indicators providing instant, rich and combined MIS information. The software supports the special procedures of the company, commercial and financial management,
with particular emphasis on issues of production, import files, assets and financial objectives agreements. With Entersoft CRM®,
they achieved a complete integration with their products B2C site for welcoming new members and service orders. Finally
through CRM they handle their consumer complaint management for immediate resolution of any issues that may arise. The systems is operated by 60 users.

Customers in the industry
Culligan Hellas
Culligan Hellas is the leader in Greece in the field of water treatment
and is operating since 1963. Its head offices are located in Athens
and they also have a branch in Thessaloniki. The Company is a
member of the global Unibios Group Holdings.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: 32

Dromeas
The company was founded in 1979. The production of Dromeas is
integrated with five independent specialized units: wood Production,
metal, aluminum castings, plastic and polyurethane, wallpaper and
molds, located in the Industrial Area of Serres, North Greece in a
single area of 115,000 sq.m.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® &
Entersoft CRM® / Number of Users: 50
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Automotive Spare Parts & Tires

ΕΜΑ
Company
The company was founded in 1958 and operates in 3 sectors. ΕΜΑ is an agent and distributor of tires of the German firm Continental, it
markets and distributes lubricants Castrol,
Aral and 77 more throughout Greece and is
the owner and master franchisor of car services chain under the brand «Fit & Go».

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite® , EMA supports the overall organization, automating business processes and providing a single
interface, easy management and monitoring by providing direct, rich and combined MIS information. The software supports the
special processes of the company, commercial and financial management, with particular emphasis on budgetary matters, financial and cash flow. The initial installation of the system included 30 users.

Customers in the industry
Meidanis—Sofos Tires
Meidianis-Sofos Tires was established in 1993. In 1999 the company
Elastikoemporiki was established in Thessaloniki in order to cover
the whole Greek area. Today, it has gained a leading position in the
domestic market.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 18

ELMA Tires of Macedonia
ELMA SA is an official distributor in Northern Greece of BRIDGESTONE, MOMO, MOMO Corse products and the German BBS rims.
Active in the field of tires, rims, and car accessories ELMA SA is one
of the largest distribution companies in Greece and not only.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® & Entersoft E-Commerce® / Number of Users: <15

VIAKAR
The Company VIAKAR is active in the import from abroad and distribution in Greece of spare parts for all types of cars and trucks
from European, Japanese and Korean manufacturers.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® /
Number of Users: 39
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Technical Construction

TERNA
Company
TERNA was founded in 1972 and since then actively
engaged in undertaking and executing a broad
spectrum of public and private, big budget and
complex projects, such as road and rail networks,
ports, buildings, hospitals, museums, industrial
plants, hydropower plants, dams, etc.

Entersoft Projects
TERNA Group of Companies, keeps all its procurement management processes through Entersoft Business Suite®. Through
tailored entities, dashboards, automation and displays, Entersoft Business Suite supports and monitors the flow of the supply
selection process for materials and services for all construction sites. The process starts with the initial task for investigation and
continues with monitoring the market research folder, achieving automation of all operations, communications and internal
memoranda needed, and issuing all relevant documents - forms. The software communicates MS Outlook and interacts with MS
Office (Word and Excel) for the automatic generation of documents kept. So far there are 20 users.

Customers in the industry
Xanthakis
XANTHAKIS is a Greek Technical Construction Company. With creativity and strategy, they established themselves as one of the biggest
companies in the sector, with leading expertise in railway projects.
With its entrepreneurial capacity and competitiveness, today is a
comprehensive manufacturing force in Public and Private Works.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: <15

ΕΚΤΕ
Since its inception in 1988 until today EKTE has managed to establish itself in the field of engineering projects and special constructions thanks to its consistency and reliability.
Due to their dynamic development, the company's turnover is constantly increasing.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® / Number of Users: <15
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General Business Services

LeasePlan
Company
LeasePlan is the leader in operational leasing
(long term lease) and Fleet Management Services, with the management of 1.4 million
vehicles in 30 countries. In Greece and
around the world, they provide to international customers innovative and flexible solutions
for managing their company’s cars.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite®, w as im plem ented for the I ntegrated Econom ic M anagem ent and Accounting of the
company's operations, providing rich MIS Reporting and consolidated results for the holding company. Additionally, multiple
projects were based on Entersoft CRM®, for the Company’s Call Center and Helpdesk, for the procedures and workflows on
cars’ service and collections management. The system is used by 25 simultaneous users.

Customers in the industry
Intertranslations
Intertranslations provides translations from and into all European,
Asian and Eastern languages. The services are provided by a global
network of 700 professionals.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: 26

www.kariera.gr
Kariera.gr is the leading on-line recruitment site in Greece. Since October 2007 is a member of the CareerBuilder.com network, the largest site for the US labor market.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® / Number of Users: <15
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General Business Services

ALBA Graduate Business School
Company
Alba is one of the most famous educational
institutions in Greece of graduate programs.
The quality and the qualified personnel have
brought it on the top of students’ preference.

Entersoft Projects
ALBA has chosen Entersoft Business Suite® - School Information System, in order to gather in a central system a wide range of
specialized applications, and to automate & optimize key workflows. These are relate to Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), at the Reception and processing of student applications, the secretarial support, planning and execution of academic
and other educational activities, Billing and automatic electronic payments, the financial planning of the institution and to selfservice service modules for candidates, students and faculty.
The system serves 30 internal users and via specialized apps WEB Applicants, Students and Teachers.

Customers in the industry
ABS Maritime Services Hellas
ABS Group of Companies has more than 2000 employees in over 30
countries. The solutions offered cover the control of technology to
provide safety and risk avoidance, by providing advanced life support in the areas of shipping, oil, gas, etc.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® /

Number of Users: <15

KSM Human Resources Hellas (Klueth)
KSM Human Resources Hellas was created to cover permanent or
temporary needs of companies in manpower. Operates in accordance
with international standards, respects the employee and protects the
customer - entrepreneur.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: <15
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General Business Services

Customers in the industry
Elta Courier
It is the continuation of the door to door service, operating in Greece
for 20 years. It is an integrated and reliable partner for businesses
and the general public providing courier solutions. It has the largest
nationwide service network with 750 post offices and 20 branches.
The growing trend of the company's financial figures with the strategy pursued is to develop and expand its network throughout Greece
and to be established in the market as a quality and reliable courier
service partner.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 25

Orphee Beinoglou Forwarding & Logistics
Orphee Beinoglou is the largest logistics company, transportation,
storage, removal and distribution in Greece. The company has the
highest standards of quality, safety and supports both domestic and
international customers. Today they maintain more than 10 branches
worldwide.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 90

Greek Yellow Pages
The Greek Yellow Pages is the strategic partner of thousands of professionals throughout Greece and is the most reliable source of information search and effective promotional platform in the Greek market.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: 60

BALANCES “Vivify”
Vivify are Medicine and Aesthetics centers. Created by the current
trend in the world, who wants the Scientific Aesthetics be combined
with medical Cosmetology.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft CRM® /
Number of Users: 90
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Organizations-Liaison-Unions

SEV
Company
SEV has a leading role in the transformation
of Greece into a productive, outward-looking
and competitive economy, as an independent
and responsible representative of the private
economy. SEV is forming positions, analysis
and policy proposals for the economy, industry, innovation, employment and education.
Assists with job skills, social dialogue, sustainable development and corporate responsibility.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft CRM® supports in a flex ible and efficient w ay the m anagem ent and organization of Events and Com m unication of the Association to its members and contributes to targeted and quality service. With the productive operation of Entersoft CRM , SEV aims to directly meet the needs of its members, as well as to create new value-added services for the benefit of
both members and the wider business community.

Customers in the industry

Industry Property Organization “OBI”
OBI operates since 1988. It secures inventions in Greece by granting
patents, utility model certificates and other protection titles, topography etc. They developed innovative technological information service
for technical and other information of patents in Europe, USA and
Japan. It also operates three online libraries in Greece.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 25
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Organizations-Liaison-Unions

Action Aid
Company
ActionAid Hellas started operating in 1998 as
a non-government, non-profit Civil Society.
Since then, they create bridges of solidarity
among the Greeks which support the most
marginalized fellow human beings in Africa,
Asia and Latin America. The Greek office has
activities in more than 55 communities in 20
countries in the developing world. Today,
more than 200,000 Greeks have supported
their work for foster child care.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite® and 33 users, Action Aid supports the overall organization, automating business processes and
providing a single interface, easy management of daily operations and monitoring of corporate divisions and International Accounting Standards (IA S.), providing direct, rich and combined MIS information. The software supports the special procedures of
the company, financial management, monthly expenses, expenditure and budget and full monitors the company's activities
through Entersoft CRM®.

WWF
Company
WWF began as a small group of conscious
lovers of wilderness and became one of the
most powerful independent organizations for
environmental protection.

Entersoft Projects
The foundation adopted Entersoft Business Suite® , a modern and powerful ERP, CRM and e-commerce functionality to gain a
meticulous control of advanced financials, to broaden extroversion and substantially increase its supporters basis by running CRM
marketing campaigns and manage memberships efficiently. WWF also runs an accessories retail e-shop that is based on Entersoft
Ecommerce® P latform that is fully integrated w ith Entersoft ERP . The system is being used by 16 concurrent users and 40 web users.
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Telecom Products & Services

WIND
Company
WIND Hellas is one of the largest telecommunications companies in Greece. Within 23
years of operation, WIND established itself as
a pioneer in mobile phone technology and
presented innovative products that changed
data communications.
It is the first telecommunications company in
Greece that offered integrated services for
Mobile, Fixed & Internet to its customers.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Mobile SFA® w as im plem ented in Business Channel corporate custom ers of W ind and m anaged to accelerate the performance of sales teams through mobility, overcoming the traditional way of the desktop computer. The meetings and the sales cycle processes are recorded easily and efficiently. The software connects via iPads in real time, providing
smooth operation and complete information. Entersoft Mobile SFA® is utilized by 120 users.

Customers in the industry
Zelitron
ZELITRON SA (VODAFONE Group company) based in Attica, founded in June
2004. Since June 2008, ZELITRON SA cooperates with VODAFONE in providing M2M telemetry services, telematics and telecommunications via GPRS &
3G to end customers of VODAFONE and is certified according to ISO 9001:
2008 for quality assurance of products, services and software development.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: <15

TeleUnicom
TeleUnicom founded in 1995 and since its inception, they are active in the
distribution of mobile products. Since 2015, they are the official and exclusive
representative of HONOR by HUAWEI brand in the Greek market. The company owns a building area of 2.500m2 in Greece while the facilities in Cyprus
include offices and warehouses.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® & Entersoft Mobile SFA® / Number of Users: 39
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Telecom Products & Services

TI Sparkle Greece A.E. (Med Nautilus)
Company
TI SPARKLE Greece S.A., also known as Mediterranean Nautilus, is part of the Sparkle
Group, which is a leading global provider of IP
communications solutions, Data Cloud, Data
Center, Mobile & Voice, with coverage in
560.000km worldwide. The Mediterranean
network extends within 6.000km in Greece,
Cyprus, Turkey and Israel. TI Sparkle Greece,
has 3 data centers in Attica and the island of
Crete.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite®, TI SPARKLE supports 19 users with the overall organization, automation of business processes
and providing a single interface for easy management of daily operations and monitoring of corporate dimensions, contracts with
customers and suppliers, providing instant, rich and combined MIS information. The software supports the special procedures of
the company of financial and commercial management. Through Entersoft CRM®, they maintain full management support for
contracts to customers based on the agreed services and mapping of network interconnections, the interconnection topology and
technical equipment used by the service contracts.

Customers in the industry
Optronics Technologies
Optronics Technologies was founded in 1990 as a high-tech company
which focuses on the market of fiber optics, optoelectronic and laser
applications. Since 2008, the company is listed on the Athens stock
exchange.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® & Entersoft E-Commerce® /
Number of Users: <15

GlobalSAT
GLOBALSAT is active in the distribution of mobile products and office
automation. The company works in several cases exclusively, with
the largest manufacturers of mobile devices, telephony and general
technology products, whose products are available in the Greek market and end consumers through its partner network.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: <15
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Media

ERT - The Greek National Channel
Company
ERT is the single body, which includes the Board of
Directors decision for nationwide and regional television and radio stations, musical ensembles and
choir, web sites, print or electronic periodical publications and may establish subsidiaries and other
legal entities for television or radio.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite®, ERT implemented a modern ERP system and adopted a uniform environment for management
and information by providing direct, rich and combined MIS information. The software suite supports the special procedures
relating to the industry such as the placement and hierarchical monitoring of fixed assets, financial management with particular
emphasis on budgetary issues, procurement approvals and cash flow. At the same time, covering the operation of the company
on the basis of International Accounting Standards. People who operate the system is 50.

Customers in the industry
ALPHA TV
Hosting some of the biggest television names of the country and
some of the most popular video formats, Alpha TV is one of the largest television channels nationwide. Apart from the basic platform of
television, Alpha comes in contact with the audience via web and
mobile platforms, offering 360 coverage and strengthening interaction with its viewers.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 25

Naftermporiki
Founded in 1924 by brothers George and Panos Athanasiadis, it
marked the onset of the financial press in the country. A series of
innovations in their field, ranked them among the top financial
newspapers.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 20
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Publications

Express Publishing
Company
Express Publishing is an independent publishing house dedicated in producing quality ELT
(English Learning Teaching) materials. Founded
in 1988, the company has enjoyed steady, rapid growth and currently has a list of over 2.000
titles, with sales in over 80 countries worldwide.

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite® w as im plem ented to offer full stack ERP and CRM functionality, regarding all business
operations such as Advanced Financials, International Financial Reporting Standards due to the company’s large multinational
presence, Budgeting and Cashflow, manufacturing production and costs, credit control and commercial policy, advanced reporting and full Sales processes monitoring along with document management. The system is used by 70 concurrent internal users.

Customers in the industry
Psichogios Publications
PSICHOGIOS Publications hold a leading position in the Greek publishing sector through continuous training of its employees and
through constant utilization of publishing developments in the global
market, in order to fully meet the needs of the Greek readers, while
providing excellent customer service.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 58

Haidemenos Publications
Since 1976, Haidemenos has successful activity in the Greek graphic
arts market. The company is listed on the Main Market of the Athens
Stock Exchange since January 2000. Today, it is the largest Greek
integrated printing unit that can cover almost all the needs of the
Greek and European market.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 71
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Hotels-Catering-Tourism

IKOS RESORTS
Company
IKOS RESORTS is one of the fastest growing Hotel
Groups, specializing in providing the highest standards of services. Their core group contains two (2)
companies that manage corresponding hotel complexes on Chalkidiki (OLIVIA & OCEANIA area) and
with additional support for these activities (e.g.
technical infrastructure, management services etc.)

Entersoft Projects
Entersoft Business Suite ® has been installed in the m ain group com panies and currently serves 37 users back
office (font office and interface with OPERA), with emphasis in intercompany financial operations of the group. During the project, they developed specific solutions for key group functions, such as the procurement system and costs with advanced remote approvals, budgeting / reporting for multiple company dimensions and daily administrative reports etc.

Customers in the industry
Electra Hotels & Resorts
The story of Electra Hotels and Resorts is connected with warm and
luxurious hospitality services where guests can comfortably and easily explore the largest cities in Greece and Rhodes. Until today they
have hosted over 6.5 million people.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 18

Τitania Hotel
In the heart of the historic and commercial center of Athens, on
Panepistimiou near Syntagma Square, the recently renovated TITANIA Hotel creates its own "page" in the history of hospitality.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: <15
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Hotels-Catering-Tourism

Customers in the industry
Sani Resort
Sani Resort in Kassandra Chalkidiki, is an exciting holiday destination,
an ecological heaven where people and nature coexist in harmony, in
a private area of 4,500 acres overlooking Mount Olympus and the
Aegean.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 15

AirOtel
Airotel Group is a Greek hotel chain and is active in many sectors of
the tourism industry and other businesses. The Group has hotels
throughout Greece with the impressive number of 545 rooms.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 15

Αtlantica Hotels
Atlantica Hotels is one of the largest chains in Greece. Administered
by one of the biggest clubs in Cyprus. The chain has over 40 hotels
in Greece, Cyprus and Egypt and receives more than 400,000 customers annually.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 28

Mitsis Hotels (Sofitel)
For more than 40 years, MITSIS hotels are at the high level of hospitality service line. With the same passion and the same enthusiasm
with experience and professionalism, Mitsis Hotels offer guests a
complete visit experience, thus marking one seamlessly brilliant career in the hospitality and tourism sector.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 50
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Hotels-Catering-Tourism

Autogrill Hellas
Company
Autogrill Hellas is a member of the International Group Autogrill SpA, the largest group worldwide in the provision of food and beverage and
retail services industry and duty-free for travelers, with a presence in over 42 countries. It
operates in Greece since 1997, with a growing
presence in all strategic crossing traveler points
in the country and with over 200 employees.

Entersoft Projects
The company employs Entersoft Business Suite®, to upgrade its information systems and centralize monitoring of business and
financial management. The system automates workflows and optimizes processes. The strategic monitoring of company agreements with its suppliers, ensuring uniform and high level Reporting and MIS Reporting, both internally and to the group headquarters in Italy. Thus, the software further enhances the competitiveness of the company's strategic development in Greece
and is operated by 15 users.

Customers in the industry

ΑΒΚ Restaurants «Simply Burgers»
Simply Burgers offer authentic flavors and quality for many years in
Greece. They offer a high dining experience and provide fresh and
excellent quality of foods.
Solution: Entersoft Expert® / Number of Users: <15
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Hotels-Catering-Tourism

Anatron - Domino’s Pizza
Company
Anatron was founded in 1995 and is the Master
Franchisee of Domino's Pizza in Greece. It has
30 stores of which more than 40 are outlets of
Domino's products. Performs raw materials
exports to Domino's stores in neighboring
countries among which is Bulgaria, as FYROM,
Romania and Cyprus.

Entersoft Projects
With Entersoft Business Suite® the group supports the overall organization of the company, automating business processes and
offering a single environment with ease of management and monitoring all separate company dimensions, providing direct, rich
and combined MIS information. The software suite covers custom flows of the group, such as LOT management, and traceability. The installation includes 22 users.

Customers in the industry

COFFEE ISLAND
Coffee Island was founded in 1999 and today is one of the most
famous chains nationwide in the coffee industry. It lists 341 stores in
Greece and abroad and shows rapid growth in the sector.
Solution: Entersoft Business Suite® / Number of Users: 33
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Testimonials

Our customers said….

“Entersoft managed to help us offer to our
customers not only high quality products but
also services of equal value”
George Gogonas, IS Project Manager,
APIVITA

“The implementation of Entersoft Business Suite gave
new dimensions to the way our company operates
and develops. The system is a building block, through which we see every
day, the positive effects of a single, automated environment of operation
for our processes and the prospects opened up, by the direct use of information dissemination. The contribution of our people is also important, as
they embraced its operation, as well as the excellent cooperation with Entersoft consultants which secured our smooth transition without high costs
and respecting the timetable.”
D. Xinou, President & Managing Director, OK Anytime Market

“Thanks to Entersoft Business Suite® we managed to upgrade
the database of our supporters by integrating it with other
systems of the organization. The result allows us to save resources from
the management of subscriptions and to channel them in our environmental activities. Additionally, through Entersoft Business Suite, we provide the
maximum safety for the data privacy of our supporters”.
Alexander Melvani, Responsible for WWF Hellas Supporters

“Entersoft
Business
Suite® and Entersoft
CRM® were implemented extremely quickly,
covering our needs for our rapid development.
The unified company image and knowledge
of our evolving customer needs makes us
more competitive in the market and able to
offer our customers better and more targeted services.”
Costas Petroutsos, Finance & IT Director, LeasePlan Hellas

“At JTI we are aiming to continuous optimization and
automation of our processes.
We chose Entersoft Business Suite® because it is a
complete business software with rich functionality,
impressive sales management capabilities SFA & Merchandizing and many
advanced business intelligence tools.
Entersoft’s international experience, in project implementation and in conjunction with their local presence and service, were additional important
factors in our choice. We believe that it will be an important factor to
achieve our goals.”
Eugen Baloc, IT Manager, JTI Romania

“The improvement of procedures that ensure our transparency and efficiency is a
priority for us and our commitment. We
thank Entersoft for its valuable assistance in
the modernization of our systems.”
Gerasimos Kouvaras, General Manager,
ActionAid Hellas
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Testimonials

Our customers said….
“The Entersoft Retail is fully operational a few months
ago in a large part of our branch network. Our new
information system is homogeneous and with an easy
to use interface. The application gives us information in real time contributing to further strengthen our competitiveness and the impressive features offer quality support to our franchisees with modern development
tools.”
Iosif Kollaros, Managing Director, Calin

“In order to respond to
the highly competitive retail industry, we
had the need for a reliable tool to receive
and process any information whenever and
just like we needed, the same for all our
chain. After detailed market research, we
chose Entersoft Business Suite®, with
which we can implement all the ordering
process with members and suppliers, to
combine all the elements of the members of
the chain of sales, our customers' profiles ,
stocks, our costs etc. and make timely appropriate decisions and actions.”
Μ. Tsigonakis, IT Manager
ELECTRONET

«The choice of a new information system that will
support complex and dynamic needs of our group,
especially after the acquisition of SHELMAN was a
very difficult task.
Having preference to Greek products, we trusted the organization of the
Entersoft as a greek software company.
Entersoft Business Suite® proved to be the most technologically advanced
and complete software. Our goal with this investment is the unified organization of all processes of our group and enhance our openness and competitiveness.”
Antonis Adamopoulos, President & Managing Director, ALFA
WOOD

«Entersoft CRM® is really very simple to
use and was easily adopted by users.
We chose attractive
colors and menu creating beautiful displays and this encouraged users pleasantly.
The staff very quickly appreciated the convenience and efficiency that the new software offered.

“Entersoft CRM has been the core platform we use to streamline day-to-day
Sales and Customer Care operations. With its segmentation Tools we analyze millions of transactional data

Now, they are able to find any information
they need, regardless of who entered each
information to complete their work. Within a
month of applying Entersoft CRM® any

acquired by our Retail Systems, target segments of our
customer base and run marketing campaigns. It provides us with customer

objections have stopped and now it is used
fully and gladly.”

insight as well as operational efficiency to support our sales growth. It has
been a valuable investment with a significant ROI to us.”

Grigoriadis, Maintenance Manager,

Leonidas Athanasiou, Chief Technology Officer, Dixons South-East
Europe

LeasePlan Hellas
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